Explore the Rich History and
Historic Castles of Germany
Germany is blessed with countless, historic castles.
Glucksburg Castle is a holiday home in a fairytale castle.
Located in Germany, Glucksburg Castle is actually a moated
castle. At times, a residence of the Danish royal family. In
addition, it it is one of the most important Renaissance
castles anywhere in northern Europe.
Upon seeing Glucksburg Castle for the first time, many
visitors have the same first impression. It is a magnificent
historical building, perfectly reflected in the water. Plus it
is one of the most famous sights in Schleswig-Holstein.
Holidaymakers can stay in apartments directly on the castle
island in the former carriage house. Be welcomed by the
surrounding lake, park and vast castle courtyard.
Glücksburg Castle, built between 1583 and 1587 belongs to the
most significant complex of castles in Northern Europe. Under
the Duke John the Younger (1545-1622), Castle Glucksburg is an
architectural marvel and must be seen in person. In addition,
the property is the ancestral home of of the Dukes of
Schleswig-Holstein-Sonderburg-Glucksburg,
But, you don’t need to have noble blood glowing through your
veins. Across Germany, there are a wide range of castle and
palace accommodations in stay in. Anyone can dine and sleep in
these historic dwellings, that were once the exclusive
preserve of famous Knights, Princes and Kings. Visitors can
choose between a youth hostel or even a luxury hotel.

Holiday home in a fairytale castle
There are numerous, historic castle hotels in the Saarland
area. Each offers visitors a chance to get away from it all in
a fairytale setting. One example is the amazing Berg Castle.

Interestingly, it is now a five-star hotel nestled in a
picturesque landscape of rolling vineyards.
Situated at the heart of the Saar-Hunsrück Nature Park, you
will find the Baroque-style Münchweiler Castle. This castle
has been owned by the same family for eight generations. It is
now a hotel and café. The beautiful Ziegelberg Castle near
Mettlach offers visitors a regal, holiday accommodation. Enjoy
your stay in the heart of an ancient wooded park.

Historical accommodation by the Rhine and Elbe
A total of 35 historic castles and palaces in Germany offer
budget youth hostel accommodations. Hence, they are ideal for
children, young people, families and groups. For example, one
of these historic castles is Ehrenbreitstein Fortress in
Koblenz. Is is situated high above the confluence of the Rhine
and Moselle. As a result, visitors will enjoy impressive views
over the city. In addition, explore this picturesque river
landscape and its many hilltop castles on hiking trips or boat
tours.
A river trip on the Elbe is the ideal start to a visit to
Pillnitz Castle in Saxony. Steamboats are operated by
Sächsische Dampfschifffahrt. Definitely, they are the most
scenic way to arrive. Once leaving Dresden’s Old Town, the
steamboat passes the historical Elbe castles of Albrechtsberg
Palace, Lingnerschloss and Schloss Eckberg. Continuing, are
the famous Loschwitz Bridge (the “Blue Wonder”). For a
peaceful night’s rest, stay at the former summer residence of
the Saxon Kings. Next, you will explore the extensive
parklands around Pillnitz Castle. Plus, visitors can find
exclusive holiday apartments in small, cozy buildings.
Examples are the “Small Guard House” and the “Trumpeter’s
House”.

Secret passageway to castle kitchens
Among Germany’s many historic castles is Wörlitz Castle in

Saxony-Anhalt. This castle is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and
regarded as the founding construction of German Classicism. In
addition to the castle, the area includes the surrounding
Wörlitz Park. Next, take guided tours and an opportunity to
admire the very well preserved interior of the castle. It
includes furniture and ceramics, as well as progressive
features such as dumb waiters and concealed doors. Finally,
the tour takes visitors through an underground passageway.
Enjoy viewing the former kitchen building of the castle.
Nearby, visitors can also dine in regal style in Anholt
Castle. It is one of the largest moated castles in all of the
Münsterland region. Continuing, visitors will quickly notice
the massive 12th-century tower. Now, Anholt Castle is a
prestigious residential castle. Foodies will love a gourmet
cuisine, accompanied by a view of the castle and park.
Wasserpavillon restaurant is found in the middle of the palace
pond.
The Life of Luxury can help you plan and book your next luxury
vacation. We make your next getaway anywhere in the world, a
memorable one.
In addition, we are a wide variety of VIP
experiences. From Red Carpet award shows, sporting events and
fashion shows. Plus, enjoy private parties, celebrity “meet
and greets”, concerts and theater shows.

We hope you enjoy reading about Germany’s many historic
castles. Please return soon to follow the latest luxury
travel news and top destination updates.

